Potential position errors using fiducial markers for gated image guided radiotherapy.
Fiducials can be used as surrogate for target position during radiotherapy. However, fiducial motion could lead to potential position errors when using fiducials in four-dimensional computed tomography (4DCT) treatment planning and for gated image guided radiotherapy (IGRT). One gold marker (GM) and 5, 10 and 15 mm nickel-titanium (NiTi) stents were inserted in a moving phantom for the purpose of fiducial detection in 4DCT and gated IGRT. Fiducial position errors in 4DCT and BrainLAB's gated IGRT were defined as residuals between fiducial detection and the actual physical position at the instance of image acquisition. Fiducials position errors correlate to speed, fiducial type and orientation during 4DCT acquisition. Lower detection accuracy was measured for the 5 mm NiTi-stent relative to the 10 and 15 mm NiTi stents and GM. Fiducials with orientation 45° relative to the scan direction showed a lower detection accuracy relative to parallel and perpendicular orientations. The standard deviation of position errors in 4DCT were up to 2.2 mm with a maximum deviation of 4.0 mm. Using BrainLAB's gated IGRT the fiducials were detected with a standard deviation of 0.6 mm and a maximum deviation of 1.9 mm. For gated IGRT no correlation to fiducial speed was found. Clinical use of fiducials in combination with treatment planning on mid-ventilation CT phase for moving target should include margins up to 5.5 mm due to potential systematic position errors.